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2.

Research Activities

The K computer is a distributed-memory parallel computer consisting of 82,944 compute nodes. It
has played a central role in the High Performance Computing Infrastructure (HPCI) initiative
granted by the Ministry of Education, Culture, Sports, Science and Technology. The HPCI has
achieved the integrated operation of the K computer and other supercomputer centers in Japan and
has enabled seamless access from user machines to a cluster of supercomputers that includes the K
computer. Moreover, the HPCI has provided large-scale storage systems that are accessible from all
over Japan.
The System Operations and Development Team (SODT) has conducted research and development
on advanced management and operations of the K computer. While analyzing operational statistics
collected during shared use, the SODT has improved the system configuration, including aspects
involving job scheduling, the filesystem, and user environments. For example, achieving higher
system utilization is very difficult because the K computer has to process various sizes and types of
jobs simultaneously. The SODT has responded flexibly to user requests and analyzed the operational
status, thereby realizing a high level of utilization of approximately 75% in FY2014. Moreover, the
SODT has developed tools that improve the usability of the K computer.
The K computer’s power consumption exceeded the limit several times during FY2013. This is a
problem because it forces us to renew the contract-power upper limit, which means expense for the
electricity increases. To prevent this increase, the SODT investigated an emergency job-stopping
method based on the estimated power consumption of each job using thermal sensors in computer
racks.
The SODT also helped users manage the K computer and utilize K computer resources effectively
by improving the system software. This support was conducted together with the software
development team.
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3.

Research Results and Achievements

3.1.

System software improvements of the K computer

We fixed and improved many aspects of the system software through shared use. Here, we describe
the major activities in FY2014.


Analysis of operation statistics

Figure 1 Ratio of system time (left) and details of unscheduled maintenance (right)
Figure 1 shows the ratio of system time (left) and details of unscheduled maintenance (right).
Scheduled maintenance primarily consisted of system software updates and maintenance at the end
of FY2014, whereas unscheduled maintenance consisted of system unavailability because of
unexpected system failures, such as hardware errors, system software bugs, and so on. Overall, we
have made the K computer available to users for more than 90% of the time. As the K computer has
stabilized, the scheduled maintenance time decreased, but the unscheduled maintenance time in
FY2014 was tripled as compared with FY2013. Primarily, the unscheduled maintenance in FY2014
was because of local filesystem failures as the recovery from one local filesystem failure consumes a
long time to reconfigure the filesystem. The reduction of such failures is the most important problem
that we need to resolve promptly.

Figure 2 Average waiting times in FY2014
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Figure 3 Details of resource usage in FY2014
Figure 2 shows average waiting times with respect to both job sizes and elapsed times in FY2014.
The average waiting times were directly proportional to both elapsed time and the number of nodes,
indicating that the fairness in job execution has been kept. The average waiting times in September
2014 were substantially longer than those in other months. Each group had appropriate computing
resources for a year, and these resources were divided into two terms as follows: (1) from April to
September and (2) from October to March. To consume the remaining computing resources before
they expire, users tend to submit many jobs at the end of each term. In FY2013, job congestions
clearly occurred in August and September 2013 and March 2014, and in FY2014, they occurred
during the same months; however, this year’s average waiting times were approximately 50%–70%
as compared to FY2013. In FY2014, computing resources assigned to users were a few percentage
points less than those in FY2013. This decrease led to a significant reduction of the average waiting
times in FY2014.
Figure 3 shows resource usage details for FY2014. We achieved approximately 75% node usage in
FY2014; more specifically, node usage during the first term of FY2014 was 79%, whereas that
during the second term was 72%. If a user uses all the first term’s resources within the term, he/she
can use the second term’s resources also in the first term. Therefore, if too much of the second
term’s resources are used in the first term, there will be a shortage in the second term’s resources. In
FY2014, this happened, and the second term’s node usage was decreased. To prevent this, for
FY2015, we will assign computational resources more than those of FY2014 and less than those of
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FY2013; moreover, we will make new rule to suppress the overuse of the second term’s resources in
the first term.


Analysis of job scheduling

We analyzed job scheduling on the K computer using a simulator. In FY2014, we evaluated system
utilization on the basis of differences in start times of file staging preceding job execution; the results
are shown in Figure 4. System utilization increased in the preceding time from 0 to 6 hours,
descending from 12 to 24 hours. When the preceding time was long, the compute node assigned to
the job were determined earlier; thus, if the compute nodes in which the job could be assigned in an
earlier start time were free, the job could not be rescheduled. This means that the preceding time of
file staging was one of the important parameters in job scheduling.

System utilization
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Figure 4 System utilization by time preceding file staging
3.2.

Approach for the power consumption problem

The K computer’s power consumption exceeded the given limit several times during FY2013; this is
an important problem because it forces us to increase the contract-power upper limit, thereby
increasing the cost, which cannot be ignored. To prevent this problem, we performed a preliminary
review that estimated the power consumption of each job, thereby enabling us to control the overall
K computer’s power consumption. Moreover, we investigated an emergency job-stopping method
based on the estimated power consumption of each job in case power consumption again exceeds the
given limit.


Preliminary review of large-scale jobs
To prevent power consumption from exceeding the given limit, we performed a preliminary
review of large-scale jobs. In this process, we estimated the power consumption of jobs using
all compute nodes versus the power consumption of a small-scale job with the same
characteristics, thereby permitting users to submit jobs if the estimated power consumption is
below the limit.



Emergency job-stopping method
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When power consumption exceeds the given limit, we have to stop the jobs to reduce it. To
select the appropriate jobs to be stopped, we proposed a method to estimate the power
consumption of each job using thermal sensors in computing racks. By this method, we
estimated the job’s power consumption using CPU and exhaust air temperature variations.
Figure 5 shows the relation between the assigned number of nodes and estimated power
consumption of each job during a two-day period from June 11 to June 12, 2014. The upper
figure shows the number of compute nodes assigned to each job, indicated by the blue line. The
lower figure shows the estimated power consumption of each job, with the red line indicating
the observed K computer’s power consumption. In both the upper and lower figures, areas with
the same color during the same period correspond to the same job. The width of an area denotes
the elapsed time from start to termination of the job. The white areas under the blue or red lines
indicate all jobs using less than 1,000 compute nodes. From these figures, we note that the
estimated power consumption of each job is not proportional to the size of assigned compute
nodes, and our proposed method is useful in selecting the appropriate jobs to be stopped.

Figure 5 Assigned number of nodes (upper) and estimated power consumption (lower)
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3.3.

User support

We conducted user support such as consulting services.


Number of users
The K computer has over 130 groups and over 1,500 users as of the end of March 2015. The
total number of HPCI users and AICS researchers is approximately 1,250 and 250, respectively.
The number of daily active users is approximately 110.



Consulting services
We supported users through the K support desk, providing users technical information on the
K computer, including system environment, system tools, software libraries ,etc. Our consulting
services were offered together with the software development team. Figure 6 indicates the
number of issues in FY2014, showing the number of new issues in FY2014 to be approximately
170. The number of new issues in FY2013 is approximately 230. Because users have learned
how to use the K computer and various approaches and workarounds for problems, we consider
the number of new issues to be decreased.
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Figure 6 Number of issues in FY2014

4. Schedule and Future Plan
We continue to improve the system software of the K computer and provide user support. Improved
system software that improves the usability of the K computer will be released in FY2015. Moreover,
we have investigated an approach for the K computer’s power consumption problem in terms of job
scheduling.
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